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The hurricane's path from the Virgin Islands to the Florida mainland.

After the worst hurricane of recent years in the West Indies, a street in San Juan, Porto Rico.
Another view of a street in West Palm Beach, Fla., after the recent tropical storm in the history of the state.

Fallen lifehouse of cordite. Some of the handicraft of man after the great tornado had swept it in Saguan. Before continuing its course up the east coast of Florida and into the North, its fury gradually dying down.
Wreckage in Rockford, Ill.

Illinois Tower was swept by a tornado which resulted in at least fourteen deaths.

What the tornado did to one of the main streets of West Palm Beach.

Line wonde world photos.
Some of the havoc of the tornado in San Juan, where the work of relief and rebuilding had alread
ly been gallantly begun.

A flooded schoolhouse. The hill and some of the children's seats can be seen. The roof of the schoolhouse at canal point, too.
House at La Perla
Near San Juan, Porto Rico

A City Bombarded By Nature,
Battered and Devastated by the
Pitikase Hurricane. This is in West
Palm Beach.
Ruins that once were homes along the Fair East Coast of Florida.

House Destroyed by Hurricane.

Churches and houses destroyed by the Hurricane in Porto Rico.
Devastation at West Palm Beach: A typical scene showing the appalling wreckage left by the Great Tornado, which claimed about 100 lives in Florida and done many million dollar worth of damage.

An Afterglow of the Hurricane Barrage: One of the first photographs taken in San Juan, Capital of Puerto Rico, while the deadly hurricane was piling debris in the streets.

Dr. Buried House
Below: Distributing Rice and Beans and Noodles in Porto Rico.

Hotel Condado - Vanderbilt After the Storm.
These are two houses that were destroyed by the storm. In Yabucoa.

This part near by is damaged but the other is not.

These are two more houses destroyed by the storm. In Yabucoa.

The chapel of Naguabo and the church members...
In the wake of the storm.

One of the History Lectures began Wednesday night. What is going to begin when the storm clears?

The beautiful house of the Congregational Superintendent.
The house destroyed by the storm in Ojai, California.

A factory that was destroyed by the storm.
The people that were without houses in Lagaey after the storm.
The above is the launch that go from San Juan to Catano.
A picture show of Bağmanı
This is the sugarcane factory of "Defence in Caguas."
A schoolhouse destroyed by the hurricane.
This is the Drugstore of Betances
in Bayamón, Coamo
House torn down by the storm in Bayamon.
The house of Mr. Rafael Martinez Nadal, in Yaguabo.
The tanks of the company.
The picture shows three warehouses in San Juan.
This is the Club of Sceaux.

This is the race-track at Longchamp.
A town destroyed by the hurricane.

The seaport of the Red Dike.
A grandstand destroyed by the storm
The shortstore of Montefiore in Lorraine.
In the hurricane build
The photograph is a dark street scene in San Juan, Porto Rico.

This is a copy of disaster between Lares and San Sebastian.
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